
WRITING A PORTFOLIO INTRODUCTION

An educational portfolio is a compilation of academic work. The overall theme is usually centered around your
concentration of study.

Use Excel or another spreadsheet program to create a spreadsheet based on something you have studied or
worked on. I find that students, who love writing, do it more on their own time and not at school and write
about topics they have interests in or something they love to do. I had gone through it because in the end I
would be equipped with the skills needed to form an opinion firmly based on facts and the world around us
and be able to share my view and defend it to readers of various backgrounds and viewpoints through writing.
In our world resembling a vast sea of information it is important to have access to every piece of text you have
written. Use digital photography. Both the peer review of the second draft and comments from conferences
show that I did not have a clear standpoint to argue through my whole draft, and lots of adjectives used in my
description part were inappropriate. In the project description, write "Click the link below to view the
database" or something similar. It is not easy to earn enough money by playing games. They are ordered
chronologically. Basically, for Composition I, I was enacting a sort of minimal type of revision by just slightly
touching up areas in the paper that need work. I also learned from the Research essay how strong an argument
can be when backed up by multiple sources. No matter how good the content of your educational portfolio
might be, if you fail to get the attention of the reader, yours may be tossed aside. The contents of the portfolio
can give potential employers insight into your academic experience and skills. Use a scanner to scan some of
your artwork or photos. I took all of the peer editing advice I could get and I made sure to heed every single
one of them when I was revising my drafts. This worksheet is useful for organizing your information before
creating the online portfolio. Integrity and Online Safety Because this is an online portfolio, please carefully
observe the following integrity and online safety guidelines. Use a drawing program or photo editing software
package to adjust the file size and image size so that the file will fit in the portfolio. Diaz introduces a detailed
earthquake and defines it as an Apocalypse. During class time, when I talked about my proposal with my
teacher, she said that it is allowed to use my own work, but this final writing is not a cover letter. The current
guide will only deal with writings; if your paper is related to art, you could also make advantage of the advice
available here. Creating the Portfolio Online Once you have gathered some portfolio materials, you can start
creating the portfolio online. My rough draft for Composition II was missing some key elements such as a
conclusion, refutation of a proposed solution among other things, and my advocation of the solution and thesis
statement needed a lot of revising. This idea was further engraved in my mind when I began Writing 39C. By
default, today's date appears in this space, but you can change this date. Perhaps this was the most important
thing I could have learned in this class. Especially for research writing, having drafts is very important
because, at least in my experience, you will never write a perfect paper the first time through. Use PowerPoint
or another presentation software to create a presentation based on something you have studied or worked on.
From that time, I realized that I needed to spend enough attention and time on writing in order to get a nice
grade and to improve on writing skills. Write down some notes and use them to write the descriptions. In my
Composition II paper I included a picture of a map of the United States with the minimum wage posted of
each state written over it so that the reader could easily see the vast difference of minimum wages throughout
the United States. McNellis feedback. Introductions are important.


